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extracting space/
the theory and application of convolutional neural nets &
deep learning in geospatial archives

j ohn hessler
specialist in computational geography & geographic
information science
geography and map division
library of congress
jhes@loc.gov
director, topology lab for the study of deep learning
lecturer in quantum theory, algorithms & computing
johns hopkins university
jhessle1@jhu.edu
https://jhessler.net

deep learning/feature extraction
•

•

extracting spatial features
from historic maps for use in GIS & geo-ai
applications
-convolutional neural
networks
stochastic gradient descent
-backpropagation

OPEN QUESTIONS
• characterization & visualization of error landscapes
• how does all this actually work

theories of deep learning/
● mutual Information

● hidden layers modeled as
markov chains
● phase transitions
● network forgetting
Information Bottleneck
Renormalization Group
Spin-Glass
Random Matrix
Group Invariant Scattering

Aida <projectaida.org>

●

We are particularly interested in images of textual
materials, including records and manuscripts and
heterogeneous collections and materials.

●

We believe that attention to digital images will
yield greater understanding across a range of
domains, with much to learn about the materials
themselves, about processes, and about the
values we bring to digitization and those that get
enacted through digitization.

●

We explore digital images as a mode of asking
questions about the materials across their many
forms, from physical originals, to microform
duplications, to digital copies, represented as
images and metadata.

●

We investigate and develop eﬀective and
eﬃcient computational methods to facilitate
accessibility and discoverability, addressing issues
in automation, metadata generation, information
extraction, and classiﬁcation.

lksoh@cse.unl.edu & liz.lorang@unl.edu
Image Analysis for Archival Discovery, or
Aida, is a cross-disciplinary research team,
with researchers from computer science,
literary studies, and library and information
science. Our work explores the question,
What might we learn about digital collections
of cultural heritage materials, and how might
we augment use and access of these
collections, if we focus attention on the digital
images created as librarians, archivists,
museum professionals and others digitize
cultural heritage materials?

LoC + Aida
July–November 2019
Digital Libraries, Intelligent Data
Analytics, and Augmented Description:
A Demonstration Project

Goals & objectives of this collaboration are to
● Develop and investigate the viability and
feasibility of textual and image-based
data analytics approaches to support
and facilitate discovery;
● Understand technical tools and
requirements for the Library of Congress
to improve access and discovery of its
digital collections; and
● Enable the Library of Congress to plan
for improved applications and technical
capacity as well as future innovations.

The International Tracing Service and
Machine Learning
Benjamin Charles Germain Lee

Michael Haley Goldman

bcgl@cs.washington.edu
Ph.D. Student
Paul G. Allen School of Computer Science &
Engineering
University of Washington

mhaleygoldman@ushmm.org
Director of Future Projects
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

Source: ITS Bad Arolsen Twitter Account (@ itsarolsen)
https://twitter.com/itsarolsen/status/912301802749603840

The International Tracing Service Archive
• Over 190 million images in the digital archive
• Established “to help reunite families separated during [World War II] and to trace
missing family members”
• Invaluable resource for Holocaust survivors and their families, as well as Holocaust
researchers
• USHMM received digital copy in 2007

The Central Name Index
• Archival material indexed by name
• 40 million cards referencing 17.5 million individuals
• Constitutes the central finding aid for the collection
• Contains certain document types of historical interest

Question: How do we sort through 40 million images to classify cards in
the Central Name Index?
Answer: Machine Learning + Template Matching

Takeaways:
1) Metadata extraction in the International Tracing Service archive has been
limited by what humans can extract.
2) Machine learning (ML) has the ability to improve access by automating this
process.
3) The automation with ML can be done affordably with inexpensive
computational resources!
See the paper on this research here!

Living with Machines
Rethinking the impact of technology on the lives of ordinary
people during the Industrial Revolution
http://www.livingwithmachines.ac.uk
Dr Mia Ridge, Digital Curator, British Library
@mia_out @BL_DigiSchol @LivingWMachines
Our Partners

Our Funders

Living with Machines aims to:
• Generate new historical perspectives on the effects of the
mechanisation of labour on the lives of ordinary people during the
long nineteenth century.
• Support the wider academic and cultural heritage sector in using
digital methods to answer historical questions.
• Create new tools and code that can be reused and built upon in
future projects.
• Develop new computational techniques for working with historical
research questions.
• Enrich the British Library’s data holdings for the beneﬁt of all
• Advance public awareness of how digital research in the humanities
can enhance understanding of history.

Challenges in operationalising data science and
machine learning in a national library
• Data storage and processing at terabyte scale quickly becomes
expensive
• Organisational change required: new workﬂows for digitised images;
metadata ingest into strategic and discovery systems; impact on
related departments
• Challenging the project team: encouraging work with complex
sources at scale; investing in public-facing outputs alongside
academic ones; integrating participation through crowdsourcing and
work in local libraries with academic research processes;
understanding different partner timelines and processes
• Aligning GLAM and academic data science goals, outcomes,
timelines and reward structures – and negotiating the differences

AI in CiteSeerX

•10+ million documents
•1 billion hits/year
•180 million downloads/year

AI Models Used for Digital Libraries
Problems

Models

Status

Metadata extraction

Support vector machine (SVM)

Applied in production pipeline

Citation extraction

Conditional random field (CRF)

Applied in production pipeline

Author name disambiguation

Random forest (RF) + DBSCAN

Applied in production pipeline

Automatic keyphrase extraction

Citation enhanced + RF

Developed

Document type classification

Heuristic + RF

Developed

Subject category classification

Word embedding + Bi-GRU

Developed

Entity matching with other DBs

Simhash + SVM

Developed

Domain entity extraction

CRF + SVM

Developed

Book spine text identification

CNN + RNN + OCR

Developed

Current Project on Mining ETDs
ETDs: electronic theses and dissertations
Research Area 1: Document analysis and extraction
●

digital born + scanned

●

Focusing on semengation

Research Area 2: Topical classification and summarization

Contact:
Dr. Jian Wu
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
Old Dominion University
jwu@cs.odu.edu

●

Multi-label classification with deep neural networks

●

Extractive and abstractive summarization

Research Area 3: User services
●

Develop a digital library prototype for ETDs
Acknowledgement: this project was made possible in
part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services

The Smithsonian Institution’s
DIGITIZATION PROGRAM OFFICE (DPO)

Diane M. Zorich
Director
@dzorich
zorichd@si.edu
Dpo.si.edu
dpo.si.edu
@SmithsonianDPO

The Diversity and Scale of Smithsonian Collections Lends
Itself to Machine Learning Methodologies

• Since its inception in 2014, the DPO’s Mass Digitization Program has digitized over 4 million
museum objects from across the Smithsonian.
• In the Fall of 2016, we began thinking about how our large datasets could lend themselves
to new research methodologies such as ML.
• We partnered with Nvidia & the National Museum of Natural History’s Botany Department
to explore ML’s possibilities for identifying species and mercury contamination using the
National Herbarium collections.

Collections Datasets - Ground Truth for ML
Algorithms
• This early effort led the Smithsonian’s Chief
Information Officer to establish a formal Data
Science Lab at the Institution.
• The Smithsonian’s ML efforts now fall under the
aegis of this Lab, led by Dr. Rebecca Dikow.
• DPO supports the Lab’s efforts, most recently by
developing a Smithsonian-wide workshop
(supported by Google) that identified ML use cases
for the Institution’s history, art, and culture
collections. We continue to digitize collections at
scale, creating datasets that enable ML projects
across the Smithsonian.

shaping an applied research agenda
contributors
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Dominique Luster, Carnegie Museum of Art Karen MacDonald, Kent State University Nandita Mani, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Sara
Mannheimer, Montana State University Richard Marciano, University of Maryland Alexandra Dolan Mescal, Harvard University David Minor,
University of California, San Diego Marilyn Myers, University of Houston Peace Ossom Williamson, University of Texas Arlington Carole Palmer,
University of Washington Merrilee Profitt, OCLC Chris Prom, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Matthew Reisdma, Grand Valley State
University Mia Ridge, British Library Danielle Robinson, Code for Science and Society Barbara Rockenbach, Columbia University Amanda Rust,
Northeastern University Yasmeen Shorish, James Madison University David Smith, Northeastern University Ed Summers, University of Maryland
Santi Thompson, University of Houston Jer Thorp, Library of Congress Lauren Tilton, University of Richmond Ted Underwood, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign Chela Scott Weber, OCLC Keith Webster, Carnegie Mellon University Scott Weingart, Carnegie Mellon University Jon Wheeler,
University of New Mexico Stanley Wilder, Louisiana State University Jamie Wittenberg, Indiana University Scott Young, Montana State University
Kenning Arlitsch, Montana State University Jon Cawthorne, Wayne State University Karen Estlund, Penn State University Josh Hadro, IIIF
Consortium Bohyun Kim, University of Rhode Island Trevor Owens, Library of Congress Benjamin Schmidt, New York University Sarah Shreeves,
University of Arizona MacKenzie Smith, University of California Davis Claire Stewart, University of Nebraska Lincoln Melissa Terras, University of
Edinburgh Diane Vizine-Goetz, OCLC John Wilkin, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign Kate Zwaard, Library of Congress

thomas padilla, oclc research, @thomasgpadilla, padillat@oclc.org

oclc research effort focused on …
- surfacing data science, machine learning, and
artificial intelligence challenges ... driven by library
community needs and values
- determining which challenges require collective
action … entails engagement with the norms,
guidelines, and resources required in order to make
progress
- integrating and sharing what is learned … via an
applied research agenda
padillat@oclc.org

applied research agenda release … Dec 3, 2019
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

responsible operations
description & discovery
shared methods and data
collections as data
workforce development
data science services
interprofessional and
interdisciplinary collaboration

padillat@oclc.org

Machine Learning
Opportunities on
the Zooniverse
Platform
Dr. Samantha Blickhan
Humanities Research Lead
samantha@zooniverse.org
https://www.zooniverse.org

Zooniverse Overview
1.7M registered volunteers
100+ projects launched since 2007
Open source: github.com/zooniverse
https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications
Machine Learning Efforts
Humans + machines achieve better results than
humans or machines alone:
Beck et al. (2018) astrophysics
https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/sty503

Crowston et al. (2017) astrophysics
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/41159

Willi et al. (2018) ecology
https://doi.org/10.1111/2041-210X.13099

Wright et al. (2017) astrophysics
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.05223.pdf

Next step: humanities + ML

Zooniverse Project Builder
●
●
●
●
●
●

https://www.zooniverse.org/lab
Launched in 2015
Suite of tried & tested tools +
experimental options
Supported by powerful API
Prototype + iterate
Private use or public launch

Mobile app (iOS + Android)
Since announcing via email newsletter in
July, >30% of classifications have come
from the Zooniverse Mobile App
Y/N “Swipe” workflow
Drawing tasks
Multiple choice questions
BLICKHAN | LoC MACHINE LEARNING + LIBRARIES SUMMIT

Case Study: Machine Learning Integration
Caesar: auxiliary service that monitors
classifications in real time, supporting
aggregation, subject retirement and promotion
Can set rules & actions based on those rules,
such as responsive retirement, linking subjects
retired from one workflow to the next logical
workflow, & integrating machine models
Example: simple validation enabling faster
subject retirement for camera trap animal
identification projects (from Willi et al. 2018)

Swipe left = No Animals

Swipe right = Animals

Snapshot Serengeti https://www.snapshotserengeti.org
Team runs machine model over subjects before
volunteers classify. Number of required classifications
per image can vary based on confidence of machine
prediction: if 50% confidence or higher, only 2 matching
classifications needed from humans. Without ML
prediction, 5 human classifications needed.
BLICKHAN | LoC MACHINE LEARNING + LIBRARIES SUMMIT

American Archive of Public Broadcasting (AAPB)
[A collaboration between WGBH and Library of Congress]

and Machine Learning
WGBH to work with
Brandeis University’s Lab for Linguistics and Computation
to use artificial intelligence to enhance accessibility and discoverability
of content

Karen Cariani
WGBH, Boston
Karen_Cariani@wgbh.org

James Pustejovsky
Brandeis University
pustejovsky@gmail.com

The Project
Dilemma
What’s in the AAPB collection?
How to find it?
Collection is growing every year

100,000 audio visual items – radio and TV
Limited metadata
Limited resources to catalog
Limited resources in general – hey it’s public media

Cataloguing dilemma
Audio cataloging
Speech to text results
Crowd source work
Crowd source challenges

Need
There is a larger need for more accurate output and
ease of use of computational tools for audiovisual
archives to create descriptive metadata and
annotations.

How do we (archivists/librarians) engage computer scientists
and computational experts to use their knowledge of
algorithms and machine learning to extract useful metadata
from audio visual content?
Specifically can we use machines to create data from audio
visual items? And is it useful data?

Observation
Elasticity of the human brain to recognize variety is not yet there for
machines…..need to feed a very specific set of things into the machine to pull out a
specific set of data. There is actually quite a lot of human effort that goes into
machine learning

Prior Project findings
Pop-Up Kaldi Output for Spoken English
Approximately 81% word accuracy rate
not including punctuation errors
Examples:
95% accurate for 1960s radio program from
Boston (no accents, one speaker)
55% accurate for 1970s television program from
Mississippi (strong Southern U.S. accent)

Kaldi forked code output: 56% accuracy
The following are types of errors found in the transcripts:
- Misspelling of person names
- Mistranscription of words and entire phrases such as “assigning”
vs. “the signing” and “rate” vs. “rape” or “all of the envoys” vs
“that need to be in place” and “coordinating committee” vs.
“and coordinated to make an impact” or “state in” vs “student”
- Lack of transcription of words and phrases
- Mistranscription of place names

Types of Errors Corrected by Crowd
Sourced Users
• Station call letters
• Mis-transcription of words spoken in
southern accents, e.g., “weary and” vs
“we’re in”
• Local town names, e.g., “plaque and” vs.
“Plaquemine”
• Person names, e.g., “Laurence” vs.
“Lawrence”
• Numbers spelled out vs. numeric
• Adding words completely missing from
original transcript
• Incorrect “corrections” by crowdsource
participants, e.g. “achieved” vs. “achievedd”
in the “corrected” transcript

http://mediaecology.dartmouth.edu

The Media Ecology Project is an
incubator for research projects at
the intersection of human and
machine video annotation.
http://mediaecology.dartmouth.edu

Subjective
Data

Hannah Davis
Research Artist/Generative Composer

hannahishere.com
Twitter: @AHandVanish

Jon Dunn
Indiana University Libraries
jwd@indiana.edu
@jwdunn

Shawn Averkamp
AVP
shawn@weareavp.com
@saverkamp

AMP: Audiovisual Metadata Platform
Challenge: Abundance of digitized and born-digital AV
media
●
●
●

Proposed solution: Leverage automation / machine
learning together with human expertise to produce more
efficient workflows

Including from mass digitization projects such as Indiana
University’s MDPI
Lack of metadata for Discovery, Identification, Navigation,
Rights, Accessibility
Institutions lack resources for large
cataloging/transcription/inventory/rights clearance projects

Media
Content

Existing
Metadata

Workflow system

MGM

MGM

●
●
●

Workflow pipeline for MGMs, metadata generation
mechanisms
Integration of automated MGMs: speech-to-text, video
OCR, NLP, segmentation, object detection, music IR, …
Integration of human MGMs

Enriched
Metadata

Target
System

MGM

AMP

Users

Current Phase: AMP Pilot Development
●
●

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, $1.25M, October 2018 - December 2020
Build and pilot AMP system using three test collections of ~100 hours each:
○
○

●
●
●
●

2 from Indiana University: University Archives events, School of Music performances
1 from New York Public Library: AIDS Activism Videotape Collection

Develop workflow engine, user interface
Evaluate and integrate both commercial and open source MGM tools
Test proposed approach, including use of metadata in target systems
(e.g. Avalon Media System)
Create foundation for future development and deployment

More information at https://go.iu.edu/amppd
Twitter: @AVMetadata

Machine Learning at the Smithsonian

Rebecca Dikow, Ph.D, Smithsonian Institution OCIO Data Science Lab
Mike Trizna, Smithsonian Institution OCIO Data Science Lab
Corey DiPietro, National Museum of American History

Machine learning opportunities across the Smithsonian

"Topic":[
"Flowers",
"Equipment",
"Needlework",
"Textile Working",
"Trees",
"Women",
"Sewing",
"Architecture",
"Nature",
"Ecology",
"Porch",
"Gardens",
"Plants",
"Portraits"]

Vision Processing at NMAH
• Test to determine suitability of existing AI to detect and identify cultural heritage collections within NMAH
• 1358 objects evaluated from 8 different NMAH divisions
• 3 different AI models: Google Vision API, RESNET50, VGG
Analysis based on following criteria:
○ Quantity of objects from collection with a valid
AI identification
○ Quantity of objects evaluated in total from
collection
○ Total number of objects with media in collection
(future potential)
Results:
• Google, unsurprisingly, had best success with
identification, but we can’t custom train
• RESNET, VGG had far lower success %, but can be
custom trained
• NMAH collections best suited for AI models:
○ Armed Forces History, Military
○ Ceramics and Glass
○ Domestic Life

Duplicate Image Detector Tool at NMAH
• NMAH has between 1-2 TB of images stored on legacy hardware
and network drives
• Need to determine:
• Do images already exist on SI DAMS? Are they duplicative?
• If they are duplicative, which image is of higher quality?
• Use Difference Hash algorithm to convert each image to small
hash representation
• Hash representations can then be used to calculate
distance between images
• Initial test performed with 29 GB of images/15,000 files
• Generating hashes only took approx. 1 minute
• Biggest time investment was transferring all the images
onto the HPC cluster: approx. 8 hours
• Hashes only need to be performed once, only need to hash
new images
End goal is a functioning utility application that will allow units
beyond NMAH to identify and remove duplicate images

03277b713b6929ba

DB of hashes for
efficient matching

https://github.com/MikeTrizna/nmah_image_ml

BookNLP
Natural language processing pipeline for book-length
documents, including:
POS tagging, dependency parsing, named entity
recognition, character name clustering, coreference
resolution and quotation attribution
https://github.com/dbamman/book-nlp

LitBank
David Bamman
Assistant Professor
School of Information, UC Berkeley
dbamman@berkeley.edu
http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~dbamman/

An annotated dataset of entities and events in 100
works of English-language fiction to support tasks in
natural language processing and the computational
humanities.
https://github.com/dbamman/litbank

intricately & accurately labels news articles at scale...

x10,000

User search results show
articles scored by content
category

Could your archives
look like this?

… and the labels train AI via supervised machine learning

Article
contents are
highlighted
by content
categories
you choose

Archives

Digitized:
●
Transcripts
●
Meeting Minutes
●
Letters/Correspondence
●
News Reporting
●
Magazines
●
Literature
●
Court Records

●
●
●
●

Labeling/Indexing

Machine Learning

Named Entities
Event IDs
Network Ties
Faction Tracking

●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Utterances
Convo Analysis
Opinion Analysis
Topic Tagging &
Clustering

SCALE UP
Your Volunteers
MTurk Crowd

SciStarter
Volunteer Science
?Zooniverse?

●

Supervised ML
Active Learning
Human in the Loop DataValidation
Train AI to Label Archives
Like Human Experts

A Project of:
Empowering individuals
with collaborative tools to
ﬁnd common ground and
build a better society

Powered by:

High-scale, expert-grade data
labeling for natural language
●

A central hub of research and
education at UC Berkeley
designed to facilitate and nurture
data-intensive science

nick@goodlylabs.org – publiceditor.io

●
●

End-to-end project management GUI
○ No command line, extra PMs, or
data scientists required
Data validation features for
Research-grade data – backed by SAGE
Publishing, global leader in social
science methods

nick@thusly.co – tag.works

The future of work
“To make use of the strengths and limitations of ML,
organizations will need to redesign workflows and rethink
the division of tasks between workers and machines ... The
resulting changes in work design will alter the nature of
many jobs, in some cases profoundly. But the implications
for specific skill groups are as yet uncertain and will in part
depend on managerial and organizational choices, not on
technologies alone.”
“The Work of the Future: Shaping Technology and Institutions”
Fall 2019 Report from the MIT Work of the Future Task Force

AI + ethics
“Technology design is the new policy-maker.” - Dr. Latanya
Sweeney
“What came up time and time again [in AI training datasets]
is the overrepresentation of lighter-skinned individuals, the
overrepresentation of men, and the underrepresentation of
women, and especially women of color … Machines are
learning from what? Data. So in this case, data is destiny.”
- Joy Buolamwini
“Race, Technology, and Algorithmic Bias,” Vision and Justice summit, Radcliffe Institute

Where can libraries lead?
1. What is AI good at, right now? Where does it struggle?
2. What is the role of data in AI/ML, and how can we procure, structure,
document, and interpret data ethically for AI/ML use cases?
3. What does the AI-enabled organization look like, in terms of skill sets,
workforce, business processes, and services?
4. How do libraries, as data stewards, work to debias datasets and promote
an understanding of ethical application of AI among practitioners?
5. How do we make good decisions about AI/ML tooling in our own tech
environments, and how will we determine, strategically, what (and how)
we build / select / use?
Thank you!
Heather Yager, Associate Director for Technology, MIT Libraries

Machine Learning at DPLA
1. The background
DPLA’s new ingestion system
●

●

Streamlined
batch-processing workflow

New
data

Map to
standardized
data format

Data
cleanup
Master
Dataset

Cloud & cluster computing

●

Standardized data model

●

35 million records (and
growing!)

Audrey Altman
audrey@dp.la

New
data

Map to
standardized
data format

Data
cleanup

Publish new
search index

2. The challenge
Integrate ML into our production workflow
●

Handle all of our data

●

Handle regular data updates

●

Ability to improve ML model over time

●

Push-button simplicity

●

Fast turn-around

●

Use open-source tools

●

Produce useful, usable output

3. The project
Recommendation system

4. The aspiration
If we can do this…

Audrey Altman
audrey@dp.la

●

what else can we do?

●

how can we help other libraries do it too?

5. The
implementation
New
data

Map to
standardized
data format

Data
cleanup

Topic Model
Trained on snapshot
of Master Dataset

Fit to
existing topic
model
Master
Dataset

New
data

Map to
standardized
data format

Audrey Altman
audrey@dp.la

Data
cleanup

Fit to
existing topic
model

Pre-process
recommendations

Publish new
search index

IIIF and AI/ML: Chocolate and Peanut Butter
API-based data
transfer

1. Easy access to corpora via
IIIF
2. Access to any online AI
service
3. Express results back as IIIF
annotation lists
4. Assemble very large &
cross-institutional corpora
with IIIF

AI Service
IIIF Object
AI results
returned in
IIIF-common
data model

Large-scale CV pipelines & visual similarity engines
Examples:
●
●
●
●

Bibliothèque nationale de France (presentation; example)
National Library of Norway (presentation; example)
National Library of Poland (presentation)
ROIS-DS Center for Open Data in the Humanities, Japan
(presentation; example)

Example: AI OCR detection on Cursive Kuzushiji characters
Embedded within a IIIF viewer (IIIF Curation Viewer)
Kuzushiji, a cursive writing style,
appears in 3M+ books, and was for
over a thousand years but the
standardization of Japanese textbooks
in 1900 means “most Japanese natives
today cannot read books written or
printed just 120 years ago.” (CODH
source)

Today, the CODH IIIF platform applies
in-viewer AI OCR (Example)

AI Eﬀorts at

Enhanced Cataloging for
Theses & Dissertations
Question: Can we use AI to automatically
add keywords & subjects to catalog
records?
Model & Engine: Yewno
Key Points: Integration with traditional
cataloging workflow & ILS

Computer Vision for
Archaeological Photos
Question: Can we usefully classify & mine
under-organized photos from a 20 year dig?
Model & Engine: Claif.ai, Google CV, AutoML
Key Points: Comparison of commercial vs.
custom models, integration with dig records
http://catalhoyuk.com/research/imageai

Tom Cramer
AUL & Director,
Digital Library
Stanford Libraries
tcramer@stanford.edu

ai4lam
To identify and establish channels for concrete exchange among LAMs for practical
developments and application of AI; this includes practical outcomes to build a common
ground for AI in libraries, with emphasis on:
1. identifying & establishing how-to’s and best practices
2. sharing use-cases demonstrating the power and potential of AI in LAMs
3. facilitating capacity development in institutions for AI investigation,
4. experimentation and production services
5. coordinating collaborative efforts across institutions and nations
6. organizing contacts with relevant R&D & commercial organizations
7. training community members through bootcamps, webinars, et al.
8. understanding and advancing the application of AI to IIIF
9. to build & exchange data sets & models of interest among libraries

• Fantastic Futures (AI Conference + Workshops), Dec 4-6, 2019
• Google Group: ai4lam@googlegroups.com (207)
• Slack: https://bit.ly/ai4lam-slack (116)

Tom Cramer
AUL & Director,
Digital Library
Stanford Libraries
tcramer@stanford.edu

Machine classiﬁcation of volumes in
the HathiTrust Digital Library
●

The HathiTrust Research Center develops tools and services to facilitate
computational text and data mining of the HathiTrust corpus, including:
Web-based tools | Datasets | Secure computing environments |
Collaborative projects with scholars

●

Researchers have engaged in projects that use machine classiﬁcation to
derive insight about the HathiTrust Digital Library, English-language
literature, U.S. publishing, and more.

Eleanor Koehl, J. Stephen Downie, Mike Furlough

Library-scale classiﬁcation examples
“Stable Random Projection: Lightweight, General-Purpose Dimensionality Reduction for
Digitized Libraries” - Benjamin Schmidt
●
●

Used stable random projection (dimensionality reduction) of HathiTrust to classify volumes,
create cluster visualizations of subject and genre, and demonstrate corpus alignment.
Read more

“Page-Level Genre Metadata for English-Language Volumes in HathiTrust, 1700-1922” Ted Underwood
●
●

Employed classiﬁcation algorithms to identify the broad genre (ﬁction, poetry, drama,
nonﬁction prose, paratext) at the page level for the HathiTrust’s public domain collection.
Read more

Corpus-scale classiﬁcation examples
“The Transformation of Gender in English-Language Fiction” - Ted Underwood, David
Bamman, and Sabrina Lee
●
●

Detected the adjectives most commonly associated with female characters in their corpus, and
then used a classiﬁer to determine how stable the language was over time.
Read more

“How Capitalism Changed American Literature” - Dan Sinykin
●
●

Compared novels published by large publishing companies with those published by non-proﬁts
to see if a machine could learn to distinguish between the two.
Read more

Civil War Photo Sleuth:
Combining Crowdsourcing and Face Recognition to Identify Historical Portraits
Kurt Luther, Vikram Mohanty, Paul Quigley, Ron Coddington

Estimated 4M Union portraits
survive today (Coddington)
Only 10-20% identified
(Vaughan/Zeller)

Historians, genealogists,
archivists, collectors, dealers
seek to identify unknown
portraits

Freeman Mason, 17th VT
Infantry and Michael Mason
(inset), 6th VT Infantry
Library of Congress

“…card-portraits…as everybody knows, have
become the social currency, the sentimental
‘green-backs’ of civilization…” —Oliver
Wendell Holmes, July 1863

● Correct the historical record
● Create economic value
● Recognize contributions of
marginalized groups
● Make personal connections
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How It Works
Visual Tags, Search Filters,
and Face Recognition
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IN-PERSON EVENTS
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Growth Since August 2018 Launch

Initial Results and Next Steps

10,000+ REGISTERED USERS

Identifications and Success Stories

Future Work
BENCHMARKING

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS

LAST-MILE PROBLEM
7,000+ USER-CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS
PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

MIXED-INITIATIVE VISUAL TAGGING
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28,000+ PHOTOS IN ARCHIVE
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“Please Feed The Lions”
// Es Devlin x Ross Goodwin
Trafalgar Square //
London Design Festival
// September 2018
https://g.co/pleasefeedthelions
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Networked Texts
Improved Inference by Exploiting Relational Structure
David Smith
NULab for Texts, Maps, and Networks
Khoury College of Computer Sciences
Northeastern University, Boston, MA

Networked
Texts
• Documents are not
independent
• We observe, e.g., many
versions of a bill on its way
to passage, as here with the
Affordable Care Act

• We work on:
• inferring links among
documents;
• exploiting links for better
transcription, classification,
information extraction, etc.

Variant Editions, Noisy OCR, Reader
Annotations
OCR
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Ichneumon Approach
• Collate texts and images
• Infer consensus transcriptions
w/multi-input attention
• Train OCR correction models
to improve single outputs
• Train object localization
models for annotation
detection from single images
• Data: Cleaned OCR, database
of annotation locations

Arabic-script OCR
• Interactive training and
post-correction of OCR models
• Computer-vision-based layout
analysis models, trained on
semantic markup in documents
• Training by exploiting existing
scholarly and community-built
editions
• Domain adaptation and model
combination

Synoptic View of ML Applications
Words
Documents

Text correction
Text transcription
Annotation detection
Layout analysis
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Classifiers

Accurate mapping
Collating multiple witnesses
Information cascades
Source attribution

Representation
New features
Character embedding
Shingling

Fast
comparisons

Relational Structure

Related Projects at Northeastern’s NULab
• Viral Texts: viral culture in the US
• https://viraltexts.org

• Oceanic Exchanges: global information propagation
• https://oceanicexchanges.org

• Ichneumon: collating books and detecting annotations
• http://www.ccs.neu.edu/home/dasmith/ichneumon-proposal.pdf

• KITAB: knowledge, information technology, and the Arabic book
• http://kitab-project.org/

• Arabic-script OCR Catalyst Project
• https://medium.com/@openiti/openiti-aocp-9802865a6586

: A computational helper to describe digital images
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Goals
Enhance discovery experience for users
Work on this project funded in part by

Expedite metadata creation
Address backlog issues in processing collections

Issues

Preliminary Work

Domain Adaptation: A model that is trained
to optimize predictive accuracy on one
domain (e.g., general web images captured in
cell phone cameras) may not be well-suited
for another domain (e.g., archival scans of
black and white photographs).
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a man and a woman sitting at a table. (p=0.000579)
a man and a woman sitting in front of a laptop
computer. (p=0.000110)
a man and a woman sitting at a table with a laptop.
92
(p=0.000096)

Issues

Next Steps

Telephone
Telephone Lines
Lines

Prototype of a tool that assists humans in metadata generation

Black and white photo of horse drawn carriage
Student group portrait

Vestment; Hoopskirt; Crinoline; Suit; Clothing

